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Make Sure it’s Mountain Guides

Iceland - a destination like no other
Essentially it is Iceland´s beautiful and unspoiled nature that makes it such a unique
destination. Iceland is the outdoor enthusiast’s dream, where volcanoes, glaciers, hot springs
and powerful waterfalls set their mark on the landscape.
Iceland is an all year destination where each season has its own distinct attraction, be
it the endless days and bright nights of summer or the long winter nights with plenty of
opportunities to see the Northern Lights.

A Brand is a Promise

Environment First

Icelandic Mountain Guides is Iceland’s
premier adventure tour operator. For more
than 20 years we have offered adventures in
the wilderness of Iceland and Greenland.

In all the activities and experiences we offer,
our objective has always been to minimize the
environmental impact and to leave no trace
when we travel.

We at Icelandic Mountain Guides are all
passionate nature lovers and travellers. For us
safety is a priority. We aim to provide fun and
adventurous tour experience in a safe way

We are proud of the
reputation we’ve earned

ICELANDAIR PIONEER AWARD
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For designing and developing
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With Icelandic Mountain Guides you can
rest assured that you are in the best of hands.

Icelandic Mountain Guides has a distinctive
record in operating adventure tours. We are
a proud recipient of various awards and
recognitions that make us the most awarded
adventure tour company in Iceland.

Icelandic Mountain Guides

The Adventure Specialist
Icelandic Mountain Guides offers a wide range of adventure tours in Iceland. The focus is on
nature, on hiking and trekking, glacier and highland experiences and active adventures for all.

Group Tours

Northern Lights

Our group tours range from short discovery
tours to trekking, backpacking and adventures
in the interior of the Icelandic highlands. We also
operate custom group tours for our partners.

In winter the Northern Lights play a big role in
our program whether it is on a day tour or a
multi-day tour.

Day Tours

Our FIT travel consultants are quick and creative
and make it their priority to create unique
adventures adapted to every individual traveller.

Everyone should find something to their liking
on one of our outdoor adventure day tours.
Our day tours combine hot springs, geysers
and waterfalls and the popular Glacier Walks
play a big role in our program both from
Reykjavík and in South Iceland.

Glacier Travel Experts
The Icelandic glaciers are our playground and
our expertise lies in making them safe and
accessible for people of all levels and ages.
From short and easy Glacier Walks to full on
expeditions we are your glacier experts.

mountainguides.is

Your FIT Specialist

Specialized Activity Tours
When it comes to skiing, mountain biking or
glacier and mountaineering courses we offer
both programs for groups and individuals.

Iceland Rovers

Soft Adventures and Cultural Experience
Our Iceland Rovers tours focus on the discovery of Iceland‘s natural highlights, it‘s culture and
small group super jeep tours to the interior highlands.

Small groups and
comfort
With Iceland Rovers all tours are in small
groups with comfortable transport and good
accommodation. On our cultural touring and
hiking tours the discovery of natural highlights
and cultural stops is mixed with daily hikes.

Highland Touring
Our Super Jeep multi day tours combine the
highlands and comfort. They give travellers
access to the unique landscapes of the
mountainous interior and the chance to
overnight in the wilderness.

Theme Tours
Interested in photography, knitting, running
or Icelandic cuisine? See our selection of
different theme based tours.

Private Guiding
Whether it is luxury, extreme adventure,
neither or both, we offer customized tours for
you to visit Iceland the way you want.

Super Jeep Day Tours
On our Super Jeep day tours we explore
Iceland´s great natural beauty and diversity in
a personal way.

Adventure Incentives
With a strong background in adventure travel
and mountaineering our incentive team knows
how to mix action, entertainment, relaxation
and team building to create impressive incentive
tours for groups of all sizes.

icelandrovers.is

Greenland

Pioneers in Greenland Travel
Greenland is a country of great contrast where nature can truly be enjoyed in the isolated
wilderness. When travelling to Greenland you can expect deep fjords, high mountains and
icebergs larger than life. The country also has a very rich heritage and an interesting culture.
We have been operating tours to Greenland for almost two decades. We know well its
different regions and offer various types of adventures to accommodate all kinds of travellers.

Group Tours and
Individual Travel
In Greenland we offer both guided group
tours that take you deep into the wilderness
and self-guided programs for individuals. Our
operations cover everything from easy short
breaks and day tours, to assisted treks and
backpacking tours and beyond…

Dog Sledding

Greenland Expeditions
We have successfully operated many expeditions
in Greenland, from the crossing of the interior
ice cap to climbing of the highest peaks.

Kulusuk Hostel
Icelandic Mountain Guides run the Kulusuk
Hostel in East Greenland. The Hostel is small
and friendly and a great place to stay for
those wanting to explore a different world.

Dog sledding is a great way to explore the
Arctic wilderness during the winter time.

Ski tours
When it comes to either Alpine touring or
cross country skiing, Greenland is truly a
dream destination.

Did you know that Iceland serves as the best gateway to the
extraordinary nature and interesting culture of Greenland?

greenland.is
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